a beautiful villa in the hills of Chianti between
Florence and Siena
Gaia's Houses RE, Florence - ON RENT, LONG TERM OPTION - REF. VILLA CASTELLINA Main
House - CHIANTI AREA BETWEEN FLORENCE AND SIENA, on the hills, 1,5 km from the lovely town of
CASTELLINA IN CHIANTI, immersed in the green in fenced property with private park and pool. A
modernized fifteenth century farmhouse."Main house" APT - 260sqm (sqf 2800 about) - on three levels.
The apartment is independent (=no neighbours in the property) ~Entrance Level: Front steps lead to the
entrance, which opens into a wonderful vine clad living room with a large open fireplace. Adjacent to this
room is one bedroom with king size bed, one of which can be made into single beds upon request.
Between the bedroom and living room is a bathroom with shower, sink and WC. ~Upper Level: A
staircase leads up to a small, but functional kitchen with a stove, oven and refrigerator. ~Lower level:
From the entrance level and down a few stairs there is a dining room and a small study, and an adjacent
bathroom with a shower, sink and WC. ~Bottom level: A staircase in the study leads downstairs to a twinbedded room (can be made into a king-size bed upon request). Adjacent to the bedroom is a small
kitchen. Both rooms have large wrought iron doors which lead to a beautiful rock-clad private outdoor
dining terrace. ~From the large living room there is another bedroom on the same floor and an adjacent
bathroom with shower, sink and WC. A stairway from this bedroom leads from the bedroom down to the
ground floor to another large kitchen which has a ground-level entrance (leads into a large kitchen which
has a small fireplace, stove, oven and refrigerator). From the kitchen the doorway leads to a comfortable
living room. There is one double bedroom with a king-size bed (can be made into single beds upon
request) and a large twin-bedded room (can be made into a king-size bed upon request), with an adjacent
bathroom with a shower, sink and WC. There are wonderful views from two private outdoor dining terraces

DETAILS
Arredamento: Balcone: Price: € 0,00
Data annuncio: Terrazzo: Locali: Bagni: Superficie (mq): Giardino: Riscaldamento: Cucina: Piano: Con Ascensore: Stato: Box: Nr. Camere da letto: Spese cond. (mensili): Riferimento: MORE INFO ABOUT THIS HOUSE:
+39 055 2321242 - +39 338 9905888

info@lecasedigaia.com

